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WEAKLY MIXING PROPERTIES OF SEMIGROUPS
OF LINEAR OPERATORS

BY FUMIO HIAI

Introduction.

The concepts of strong and weak mixing play an important role in the
theory of measure-preserving transformations. The strongly mixing condition
was connected with the mean ergodic theorem by Blum and Hanson [3], Brunei
and Keane [4], and Hanson and Pledger [7], and was generalized to transforma-
tions in infinite measure spaces by Krengel and Sucheston [17]. The strongly
mixing properties of linear operators of Lj-spaces have been investigated by Lin
[18], Akcoglu and Sucheston [1, 2], Sato [21], and Fong and Sucheston [6]. On
the other hand, the weakly mixing properties have been generalized to linear
operators on general Banach spaces in connection with the mean ergodic theorem
by Jones [11, 12, 13], Nagel [20], and Jones and Lin [14].

Let T be a linear operator on a Banach space E. A typical condition mean-
ing strong mixing of T is stated as follows : for each x^E, Tnx converges weakly.
A corresponding condition of weak mixing is as follows: for each x<^E, there
exists a subsequence {nk} of density 1 such that Tnkx converges weakly.

In this paper, we shall consider the weakly mixing properties of discrete
cyclic semigroups and one parameter semigroups of linear operators on Banach
spaces. § 1 contains some preliminaries concerning upper and lower densities.
In § 2 we shall present results concerning the weakly mixing properties of semi-
groups on Banach spaces. We shall introduce several conditions meaning the
weakly mixing properties and including the conditions given in [11], [13], [14],
and [20]. Among those conditions, we shall obtain a number of implications.
In § 3 we shall give further results for operator convergence of weak mixing
type. In §4 we shall consider semigroups of positive linear operators on AL-
spaces and strengthen theorems in § 3.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor H. Umegaki
for his constant encouragement and valuable suggestions.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let / be a subset of the positive integers Z+—{1, 2, • • •} , and let |/| denote
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the cardinality of /. The upper density ud(J) and the lower density ld(J) are
defined by

••• , n } \ ,

and if ud(J}=ld(J}, the density d(J] by the common limit. Moreover we define
the uniform upper density ud*(J) and the uniform lower density /ύ?*(/) by

ω*(/)=liminfΠίnfn- 1 |/πO+l,
π-»°o jso

and if ud*(J)=ld*(J), the uniform density d*(J) by the common limit.
Let ^4 be a Lebesgue measurable subset of the positive real numbers R+=

(0, oo), and let \A\ denote the Lebesgue measure of A. We define the upper
density UD(A), the lower density LD(A\ the uniform upper density UD*(A), and
the uniform lower density LD*(A) by

UD(A)=\\msupr1\Ar\(Qf ί]|,

LD(A)=\immft'1\Ar\(Qt f]|,
ί->oo

4)=lim sup [sup Γ 1 1 Ar\(r, r+f\ \ ],
ί-»oo r^o

l)=lim inf [inf Γ1 1

If UD(A)=LD(A), we define the density D(A) by the common limit, and also if
UD*(A)=LD*(A\ the uniform density D*(A) by the common limit. Throughout
this paper, subsets of R+ are always assumed to be Lebesgue measurable.

The formulas Q^ld*(J)^ld(J)^ud(J^ud*(J)^l, ld(J)=l-ud(Z+\J) and
ld*(J}—l—ud*(Z+\J] are immediately verified. Note that there is a J(Σ.Z+ such
that ud(J)= 0 but ud*(J)=L The same formulas hold for densities in R+.

The following lemma is well known and easily proved (cf. [13], [24, p. 40]).

LEMMA 1.1. (Γ) Let {Jk} be a sequence of subsets of Z+ with d(Jk)=l.
Then there exists a JdZ+ with d(J)=l such that J\Jk is finite for every k.

n
(2°) Let (an} be a bounded sequence of real numbers. Then lim n~l Σ \<xt\= 0

π-»°o 1=1

if and only if there exists a JdZ+ with d(J)=l such that an — > 0 as n^J, n -^ oo.

In the same way, we have the following :

LEMMA 1.2. (Γ) Let {Ak} be a sequence of subsets of R+ with
Then there exists an AdR+ with D(A)—1 such that A\Ak is bounded for every k.
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(2°) Let φ be a Lebesgue measurable and bounded real function on R+ . Then

lim ΓM \φ(s)\ds=Q if and only if there exists an Ac.R+ with D(A)= 1 such that
ί-»o° JO

+0 as t<^A, t-*oo.

LEMMA 1.3. Let AdR+ and δ>Q be given and let

Then ud(J)^UD(A), ld(J}^LD(A\ ud*(J)^UD*(A), and l

Proof. If jδ^r<(j+ΐ)δ and nδ^t<(n+V)δ where ^O and n^l, then we
have

Thus the desired inequalities are obvious. Q. E. D.
The following lemma is a slight extension of Jones [11, Lemma 3], and we

shall give the proof only substituting the uniform upper density for the upper
density in Jones' proof.

LEMMA 1.4. Let J, K be subsets of Z+ with ud(J)=l, ud*(K)>0. Then there
exists an infinite subset {pi} of J such that any finite subset of {pi} is translated
infinitely often in K, i. e., for each n,

{pi, -,ίn} + ίW = ίίι+fe, -,/>„+£} C/r

for infinitely many k.

Proof. Let ud*(K)=a>Q. Choose an integer N so large that N~1<a/3 and
Λr-ψZΛ/VMl, -,N}\<a/3. Let Kp={k^K: k+p^K} for 0
and K0=K\ U Kp. If keK0, then we have

-

, N} |.

Thus it follows that

If mN<n^(m+ΐ)N, then we have

, k+n}\

Hence we obtain ud*(K0)^2a/3. Since
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there exists a p^Jr\{l, — , N} such that {0, pJ+K^Kana ud*(K*)>Q where
K1=KPl. Now substituting K1 for /ί and /\{1, ••• , pi} for / in the above argu-
ment, we get {0, p2}+K*C.Kl with p,<p2^J and ud*(K2)>0, and so {0, plf p2}
+K2dK. Repeating indefinitely, we obtain a sequence pι<p2< ••• in /such that
{0, ίi, ••• , pn}+Knc:K where #" is infinite with ud*(Kn)>0. Q. E. D.

Let (αrnft)n, ftsi be a matrix of real numbers. We shall need the following
conditions :

(1.1) supΣ | α n * l < o o ,
n k

(1.2) lim Σ «»*=!,
7i-*oo ft

(1.3) lim Σ kn* l=0 for any AcZ+ with d(A>=0,
Λ-»oo £<=#

(1.4) lim Σ |α n *l=0 for any KdZ+ with d*(K)=Q .
n-xn kςΞK

Similarly, for a sequence {0n} of Lebesgue measurable real functions on R+,
we shall need the following conditions :

1.5) s

(1.7) limί \φn(t)\dt=0 for any BdR+ with D(B)=Q ,
-

(1.8) l imf \φn(t)\dt=0 for any 5c/2+ with D*(B)=Q .
7l-»oojβ

For example, in connection with abelian ergodic theorem, a sequence {φn} defined
by φn(t)=λne~λnt with λn | 0 satisfies the above (1.5)-(1.7).

§ 2. Semigroups on Banach spaces (1).

Let E be a real or complex Banach space with the dual space E*, and denote
by -C(E) the space of all bounded linear operators on E. We shall first establish
several conditions corresponding to weak mixing of discrete cyclic semigroups
in ~C(E}. Let TeX(£). For each x^E, we consider the following conditions:

(i)i there exists a JdZ+ with d(J)=l such that Tnx converges weakly to 0
as n^J, n — > oo

(ii)i for each matrix (ank) with (1.1) and (1.4), ΣtfnίT** converges strongly
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to 0 as n — > oo

(iii)! for each matrix (ank) with (1.1) and (1.3), Σ<*nkTkx converges strongly

to 0 as n — > oo
(iv)ι for each Kd.Z+ with ld*(K)>0, the averages

-,7+n}!- 1 Σ τ*x
k<ΞKΓ\(j+l, ,J+n}

converge strongly to 0 as n — »• oo uniformly with respect to 7^0;
(v)ι /or £ac/z KdZ+ with ld(K)>0, the averages

converge strongly to 0 as n — » oo

(vi)i lim sup 7Γ1

A =.7 +
JSO

(vii)ι for each x*^E*,

limn-1!] \<Tkx,
n-»oo A=ι

(viii)! the weak closure of {Tnx: n^Z+} contains 0.

Over these conditions, we present the following :

THEOREM 2.1. Let TGΞJ:(£) and assume that sup {||Tn|| :
/or each x^E, the following statements ( Γ ) and (2°) hold:

(1°) (i\ => (ii)! => (iii)! ̂  (ivX ̂  (vX <=» (vi)! ̂  (viiX => (viii)!.
(2°) // the weak closure of {Tnx\ n^Z+} is metrizable in the iveak topology

(in particular, if {Tnx: n^Z+} is weakly sequentially compact), then all the con-
ditions (i)!-(viii)i are equivalent.

We shall next consider the case of one parameter semigroups in JC(E}. Let
{T(f): t<=R+} be a strongly measurable and uniformly bounded semigroup in
-C(E\ For each x^E, we consider the following conditions:

(I)i there exists an ΛdR+ with D(Λ)=1 such that T(f)x converges weakly to
0 as

Joo
φn(s)T(s}xds converges

o
strongly to 0 as n — »• oo

(III)! for each sequence [φn] with (1.5) and (1.7), I ώn(s)T(s)x ds converges
Jo

strongly to 0 as n — > c>o

(IV)j /or ^ac/i 5c/?+ t^iίΛ LD*(B)>Q, the averages
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\Br\(r, r+fll-'ί T(s)xds

converge strongly to 0 as t— > oo uniformly with respect to r^O;
(V)! for each BdR+ with LD(B)>Q, the averages

converge strongly to 0 as t — »• oo

(VI)! lim sup r K T X s ) * , **>|ds=0;
*

(VII)! /or eαcA **

ί-»oo

(VIII)! the weak closure of {T(t)x: t^R+} contains 0.

Over these conditions, we present the following :

THEOREM 2.2. Let {T(f)\ t^R+} be a strongly measurable and uniformly
bounded semigroup in -C(E\ Then, for each x<^E, the following statements (1°)
and (2°) hold :

(1°) (I)! => (II)! ̂  (III)! ̂  (IV)! <=> (V)! <=> (VI)! ̂  (VII)! ι> (VIII)! .
(2°) // the weak closure of {T(f)x: t^r} is metnzable in the weak topology

for some r>0 (in particular, if {T(t)x: t^r} is weakly sequentially compact for
some r>0), then all the conditions (I)ι-(VΠI)ι are equivalent.

We note that some parts of the above theorems have been already proved
as stated in Remarks (l)-(3) below.

REMARKS. (1) Jones [11] called TeX(£) weakly mixing at x if the condi-
tion (i)ι holds. The implication (ί\ => (v)j is the main result in [11]. The equi-
valence of (i)ι and (vii)! was given in [13] under the assumption of {Tnx : n^Z+}
being weakly sequentially compact.

(2) If XΪΞE satisfies the condition (viii)ι or (VIII)ι, then x is called to be a
flight vector (cf. [10, p. 22]). Applying the deLeeuw-Glicksberg theory [5], Jung-
henn [15] presented the equivalence of (I)ι, (VII)ι and (VIII)! for a one parameter
weakly almost periodic equicontinuous semigroup of class C0 acting on a locally
convex linear topological space.

(3) Jones and Lin [14] proved the equivalence of (v)1? (vi)ι and (vii)lt and
also improved the result in [11] without the use of the combinatorial machinery
of [11].

(4) The conditions (ii)ι and (iii)! are considered to be the weakly mixing
versions of the condition given in [6, 2].

(5) In Theorem 2.2, if the weak closure of {T(t)x: t~^r} is metnzable [or
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resp., compact] in the weak topology for some r>0, then so is the weak closure
of {T(f)x: t^s} for every s>0.

In the remainder of this section, we shall give the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Since Theorem 2.1 can be proved analogously and more easily, we shall omit the
details for it.

LEMMA 2.3. If X is a weakly compact and strongly separable subset of E,
then X is metnzable in the weak topology.

Proof. Take a sequence { yn} which is dense in X—X= {x—y: x, y<^X}.
For each n, choose a y%(ΞE* such that ||3/*|| = 1 and <^n, 3/?>=lbn |L and define

d(x, y)= Σ2-»|<jt-;y, yΐ>\, x, y^X.
71=1

Then it is easy to see that d is a metric on X whose topology is weaker than
the weak topology. Thus these topologies on X are identical. Q. E. D.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. (l\ => (II)^ Let (II)! be false. Then there exists a

sequence {φn} with (1.5) and (1.8) such that \ φn(s)T(s)x ds ^ε>0 for all n.

Taking max(^n, 0) or max (—φn, 0) instead of φn, we may assume that every
φn is nonnegative. Let M—sup {||T(OII : t^R+}. In view of (1.8), we can choose
a subsequence {ψn} of {φn} and a sequence rί<t1<r2<t2< ••• such that

(2.1)
2MIUH '

(2.2) rn+1>tn+n.

Then it follows from (2.1) that I \tnψn(s)T(s)x ds I ̂ ε/2 for all n. For each n,
\Jrn II

choosing an x*<^E* with ||x*||=:l such that

„($) Re
jr n,

we define

f '
jr

rn, t „] , Re <T(s)x, z*>^

where 0<^<ε/^4sup\ ψn(s)ds\ Then we have

y ^ \ n φn(s)Re<T(s)x,x*>ds

£M \\x\\\ φn(s)ds+βΓφ,(s)ds,
J Bn JO
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S CO
ψn(s}ds^ε/(4M \\x\\) for all n. Thus, putting B=\JBn, we obtain

Bn n=l

by (1.8). Now suppose that (IX holds, and let Λc.R+ be a set taken
in (I)lβ Since T(f)x is strongly continuous in R+(tf. [9, p. 305]) and hence uni-
formly strongly continuous in ί^l, there exists a <5>0 such that \\T(u)x—T(v)x\\
</3/(2M) for u, i ̂ l, \u-v\<δ. Define

J={n: \Ar\((n-ΐ)δ9nδl\>0},

Then it follows from Lemma 1.3 that d(J)=D(A)=l and ud*(K)^UD*(B)>Q.
By Lemma 1.4, there exists a sequence {pi}dj with 1+^"1<^1<^2< ••• such
that any finite subset of {pi} is translated infinitely often in K. Taking ul—pid

where Q^sl<δ, since T(wt)^— > 0 (weakly), we can choose alt •••

with Σα<=l such that || ΣlatT(ul}x\\<β/(2M). In view of (2.2), if we take a
z=ι 1=1

sufficiently large k with {/>ι+&, ••• , pN-}-k}ClK, then it follows that there exists
some n0 for which (pi+k^d—tt^Bn^ where Q^tl<δ, l^i^N. Thus we obtain

N

\\ΣaιT(vi+kδ)x\\^β by the definition of Bno where vi=pid—tl. On the other

hand, since ulf v^l and \Ui—Vi\<δ, we have

|| Σ atT(vt + kδ)x\\^M\\ Σ a.T(vM\
1=1 1=1

^M{\\ Σ α,T(«,)x|| + || Σ α,(T(«,)-T(t;i))*l|} <^ ,
1=1 1=1

which is a contradiction.
The implication (II)j => (III)! is trivial.
(IIIXΦOO!. Let BdR+ with LD(B)>Q and ίn ί oo be given. We may

assume that |#n(0, fn] |>0 for all n. Define a sequence {0n} by φn(s)=
|Bn(0, in]!"1 if se5π(0, f»l and ^n(s)^0 otherwise. Then {φn} satisfies (1.5)
and (1.7). Therefore (III)! implies that

ds=

converges strongly to 0 as n — > oo.
(VX^ίVII)!. Let (VII)! be false. Then there exist x*e£* with

ε>0 and tn ί °° such that

Putting
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we have

so that UD(B)>Q. Thus, replacing c* by — ** or ix* or — ix*(i= V^I ) if neces-
sary, we obtain UD(B')>Q where

Let $<β<UD(B') and 0<3<ej8/(4M ||*||), and let C=B'\J\J(k, fe+3]. Then, for

with ΓHβ'nΦ, ί]|>β, we have

ί Re <T(s)*, x*yds
Jc'nco.t]

Re
β'nco.t]

f
JccxB'jnco, n

Re

Since LJ9(C)>0, this shows that (V)! fails to hold.
(VIIX ^ (VI)!. We first assume that sup {||T(OII : ίeΛ + }gl. Let #=

{^:*eE*: ||z*||^l} which is a compact Hausdorff space in the weak* topology.
Since T(t)*KdK and T(ί)* is continuous on # for all ίejβ+, we can define a
one parameter semigroup {T(0 : t^R+} of Markov operators on C(/f), the Banach
space of all continuous functions on K with the supremum norm, by (ίXO/X**)
=/(T(ί)*Λ:*), **e/f, f^C(K\ Note that f (ί) is continuous in the weak operator
topology and hence in the strong operator topology (cf. [9, p. 306]). Let /(**)
= |0c, Λ:*>|. Then, for μ^C(K}* such that f(t)*μ=μ for all ί<Ξjβ+, we have

Λ

Hence, by Fubini's theorem, we have
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so that </, μ>=0 by (VΠ)ι. This shows that / is contained in the closed subs-

pace spanned by U (I—T(t)}C(K\ and hence t~Λ f ( s ) f d s converges strongly
ί<ΞΛ+ JO

to 0 as t — > oo. Thus we have

sup 9 x*>\ds

=sup|r1Γ+ίf(s)/ί/s|
rέO || Jr ||

o.

For the case when sup {||T(ί)l| : f<Ξβ+}<oo, we define an equivalent norm on E
by

II=max{||jc||, sup
t(ΞR +

Since sup{|| |T(ί)lll: tejR+}^l, the desired conclusion follows from the first case.
(VI)! => (IV)L This implication is obtained from the following :

sup \Br\(r, T(s)x ds\

sup Ifln(r, r+ί] I -' J^' | <T(s)*, **> | rfs

MV),. Let (V)! be false. Then there exist BdR+ with β=LD(B)>0,
ε>0 and ίw | oo such that

L(o,ίnί

τ(s)Λ
ds

Since l iminf tn-
l\Br\(ΰ, tn~]\^β, we may assume that tn~

l\Bn(Q, tn~]\ ^β/2 for
7l-»oo

all n. Let 0<(5<ε/3/(2MίU||) and C=B\J\J(k, k+δ~]. Then we have L£>*(C)>0

and

T(s)x ds

> T(s)x rfs ί
Jcc'\5)nco,ί r a]
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, tn-]\-M\\X\\dtn

which contradicts (IV)j.
(VII)! => (VIII)!. Let xf, -•• , **e£* and ε>0 be given. Then (VΠ)ι implies

that

c, x*>\ds=0.

Thus there exists an sej?+ such that Σ |<T(s)^:, x*y\<ε. This shows that
1=1

(VIII)ι holds. Consequently the statement (Γ) is proved.
To prove the statement (2°), let X be the weak closure of [T(f)x\ t^r}

where r>0, and assume X to be metrizable in the weak topology. We need
only show that (VIII)! ̂  (IX. Let (VIII)! hold. Then there exists a sequence
[tn}C.R+ such that T(fn)*-» 0 (weakly). Assuming that sup {| |T(f)ll : t<ΞR+}^l,
we define a one parameter semigroup { f ( t ) : t^R+} on C(K) as in the proof of
(VII)! => (VI)!. Let /(**)= I <x, **> I . Since f(tn]f - 0 (weakly) in C(K\ it follows
that </, μ>=0 for every μϊΞC(K}* satisfying t(t)*μ=μ, t^R+. Hence we see
as before that (VI)ι hold, so that (VII)ι holds. By the assumption, there exists
a sequence {xf}dE* such that *, — > 0 (weakly) in X if and only if <*,, jc? > -* 0

for all k. Since ΓM |<T(S)Λ:, z?>|rfs^0 for each k, using Lemma 1.2, we con-
Jo

elude that (I)j holds. Finally, if {T(f)x: t^r} is weakly sequentially compact,
i. e., X is weakly compact, then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that X is metrizable
in the weak topology. Thus (2°) is proved. Q. E. D.

§ 3. Semigroups on Banach spaces (2).

As before, let E be a Banach space. For Tej (E), we consider the follow-
ing conditions :

(i)2 there exists a ζ)ej:(E) such that for each x^E, Tnx converges weakly
to Qx as n^J, n-*oo for some JdZ+ (dependent on x) with d(J)=l',

(ii)2 there exists a Q<^-£(E) such that for each matrix (ank) with (1.1), (1.2)

and (1.4), ^ankT
k converges in the strong operator topology to Q as n — > oo

(iii)2 there exists a Qe J7(£) such that for each matrix (ank) with (1.1), (1.2)

and (1.3), ^ΣoίnkT
k converges in the strong operator topology to Q as n — » o o ;
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(iv)2 there exists a Q^X(E) such that for each KdZ+ with ld*(K)>Q, the
averages

\Kr\{j+l, - - '

converge in the strong operator topology to Q as n — * oo uniformly with respect to

(v)2 there exists a Q^X(E) such that for each KdZ+ with ld(K)>Q, the
averages

\Kr}{ί,-,n}

converge in the strong operator topology to Q as n — *• oo
(vi)2 there exists a Qej?(E) such that

lim sup n'1 Σ* \<(Tk-Q)x, **>|^0
π-o° \}χ*\\sίi k=j+l

y*o
for all x^E]

(vii)2 there exists a Q<=X(E) such that

limn-1!] \<(T*-Q)x, **>|=0
ft_»oo k=l

for all x^E and x*^E*;
(viii)2 the closure of {Tn : n^Z+} in the weak operator topology contains a

such that TQ=Q.

Let {T(f): t^R+} be a strongly measurable and uniformly bounded semi-
group in -C(E\ For a Lebesgue integrable real function φ on R+, the integral

Γφ(f)T(f)dt^J:(E) is defined by (Γφ(f)T(f)dt]x^φ(t)T(f)x at for x^E. In par-
J o VJo / J o

ticular, for a bounded set AdR+, the integral ( T(t)dtG. JC(E) is defined. We

then consider the following conditions:
(I)2 there exists a Q^-C(E) such that for each x^E, T(t)x converges weakly

to Qx as ίe A ί-» oo for some Λc.R+ (dependent on x) with D(A)=l
(II)2 there exists a QeX(E) such that for each sequence {φn} with (1.5), (1.6)

S
oo

φn(s')T(s)ds converges in the strong operator topology to Q as n -* oo

(III)2 there exists a Q^X(E) such that for each sequence {φn} with (1.5), (1.6)

and (1.7), I φn(s)T(s)ds converges in the strong operator topology to Q as n —> oo
Jo

(IV)2 there exists a Q<=ΞX(E) such that for each BdR+ with LD*(B)>0, the
averages

\Br\(r, r+f\\~l\ T(s)ds
JβΠ(r,r+ί]
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converge in the strong operator topology to Q as t —» oo uniformly with respect to

(V)2 there exists a <5eJ7(£) such that for each BdR+ with LD(B)>Q, the
averages

T(s) ds
]

converge in the strong operator topology to Q as t —> oo
(VI)2 there exists a Q <=_£'(£) such that

lim sup t

for all x^E;
(VΠ)2 there exists a Q^X(E] such that

lim Γ ]

(VIΠ)2 the closure of (T(f): t^R+} in the weak operator topology contains a
such that T(f)Q=Q for all

We now obtain the following :

THEOREM 3.1. Let Γe-Γ(£) and assume that sup HIT7 1]! : τzeZ+} <oo. Then
the following statements (Γ) and (2°) hold:

(Γ) (i)2 ^> (ϋ)8 ̂  (ϋi)2 => (iv)2 & (v)2 & (vi)2 & (vii)2 => (viii)2.
(2°) If for every x^E, the weak closure of {Tnx: n^Z+} is metnzable in

the weak topology (in particular, if {Tn : n^Z+} is weakly almost periodic, i.e.,
relatively compact in the weak operator topology), then all the conditions (i)2-(viii)2

are equivalent.

THEOREM 3.2. Let (T(f): t^R+] be a strongly measurable and uniformly
bounded semigroup in -C(E}. Then the following statements (1°) and (2°) hold :

(1°) (I)2 => (Π)2 1> (IΠ)2 => (IV)2 <=> (V)2 & (VI)2 & (VΠ)2 => (VIΠ)2.
(2°) If for every x<=E, the weak closure of {T(f)x: t^r} is metnzable in

the weak topology for some r>0 (in particular, if {T(f): t^r} is weakly almost
periodic for some r>0), then all the conditions (I)2-(VIΠ)2 are equivalent.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are proved immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively. Indeed, let {T(f): t^R+} be as above. If one of the conditions
(I)2-(VΠ)2 holds with Q(ΞΛ(E\ then Q is contained in the closure of {T(f): t^R+}
in the weak operator topology and T(t)Q=Q for all t^R+. Thus, applying
Theorem 2.2 with x— Qx for each x^E, we can prove Theorem 3.2 immediately.

REMARKS. (1) If E is separable, then the conditions (i)2 and (I)2 may be
replaced by the following (i7)2 and (Γ)2, respectively :
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(\'\ there exists a JdZ+ with d(J}=l such that Tn converges in the weak
operator topology to a QeJ7(£) as ne/, n — » oo,

(I')2 there exists an ΛdR+ with D(Λ)=l such that T(t) converges in the weak
operator topology to a QeJ7(£) as t^A, t— » oo.

(2) Nagel [20, § 2] called {Tn : n^Z+} extremely ergodic if T satisfies (viii)2,
and showed that the conditions such as (i')2, (v)2, (vii)2 and (viii)2 are equivalent
under the assumption of {Tn : n^Z+} being metrizable and relatively compact
in the weak operator topology. However the metrizability assumption is redun-
dant for the equivalence of (v)2, (vii)2, (viii)2 (and also (i')2 if E is separable), as
is stated in Theorem 3.1.

(3) An operator ζ)ej:(£) as in (viii)2 [or (VIII)2] is unique and it satisfies
Q2=Q and QT=Q [or resp., QT(f)=Q for all fejβ+].

(4) If every separable subspace of E has a separable dual, then the metriza-
bility hypotheses in (2°) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold. According to Stegall [22],
this is the case if and only if E* has the Radon-Nikodym property.

In the remainder of this section, we shall present some additional results
concerning operator convergence of weak mixing type.

THEOREM 3.3. Let { T ( t ) : t^R+} be as in Theorem 3.2, and let r^R+. Then
{T(f)\ t^R+} satisfies the condition (VΠ)2 if and only if the following two con-
ditions hold :

(1) if T(r}x=x, then T(t}x=x for all t^R+

f

(2) T(r) satisfies the condition (vii)2, i.e., there exists a Q^~C(E) such that

limn-1!] \<(T(kr)-Q)x, **>|=0
n-»oo &=ι

for all x^E and

Proof. Assume that (T(t}\ t<=R+} satisfies (VII)2. To show (1), let T(r)x=x.
Since

=(nrΓ Σ [\<(T(s)T((k-l)r )-Q)x, x*}\ds
k=lJO

we have \((T(s)-Q)x, Λ:*>|=0 on (0, r] for all **e£*. Hence it follows that
T(s)x=Qx for 0<s^r, so that T(f)x=x for all t^R+. To show (2), let ε>0 be
given. There exists a δ with 0<<5<r such that \\T(u)x—T(v)x\\<ε for u, v^r,
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|«— v\<δ. Then, for each x*^E* with ||**||̂ 1, since

we have

£ I <(T(kr+s)-Q)x, x*y\+ε,

Thus we have

\((T(kr)-Q)x, **>|^

which shows (2).
Conversely, assume that (1) and (2) hold. Let Q<^-C(E] be taken in (2).

Then it follows from (1) that T(ί)Q=Q for all t^R+. For each ;c*eΞ£* and
r, we have

1 Σ [\<(T(kr)-Q)x, T(s)*^*>|rfs
Λ=ljθ

1 Σ \((T(kr)-Q)x, T(s)*x*y\ds.

Putting

Φ*(s)=n-1 ± \<(T(kr)-Q)x,

since {^n} is uniformly bounded and 0n(s) -* 0 on (0, r], we obtain

lim r^KCTCs)-^)*, Λτ*>|ύfs=limr- 1fVn(s)ί/s=0
ί-oo Jo n->co Jo

by Lebesgue's convergence theorem. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 3.4. Let {T(ί): ίejζ} £2 α strongly measurable and uniformly
bounded group in J7(E). Then (T(t)\ t^R+} satisfies the condition (VΠ)2 if and
only if {T(-0:

Proo/. Assume that {T(f): t^R+} satisfies (VΠ)2. Then it satisfies also
(VI)2 by Theorem 3.2. Thus, for each x$(ΞE* with ||;tf||^l, we have
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= r 1 \ ' \ <T(- f)(T(f-s)-Q)x, x0*> I ds
Jθ

^ sup t Λ |<(T(s)—Q}x, x*y\ds—>0

as ί->oo, where M= sup {||T(ί)ll : t<=R}. Therefore {T(—t): t^R+} satisfies
(VΠ)2. The converse is analogous. Q. E. D.

Also for discrete semigroups or groups in -C(E\ we can obtain the results
analogous to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in the same way.

§ 4. Semigroups on AL-spaces.

In this section, let E be an AL-space, i.e., E=Ll(Ωί μ\ the Banach space of
(equivalence classes of) integrable functions on a measure space (Ω, £F, μ). Let
-£+(E) be the set of all positive operators in -C(E\ The following Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 have been shown in [8, § 3] for E—L^Ω, μ) over a σ-finite measure
space (Ω, £F, μ). However these theorems are valid over a general measure
space (Ω, <3, μ). Indeed, for each x^E, there exists a set ΩQ^3 on which μ is
σ-finite and such that x^L^Ω^ μ) and TL^Ω^ μ^dL^Ωo, μ) [or T(f)Lι(ΩQ, μ)
cLjCQo, μ) for all t^R+^.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Te £+(E) and assume that sup {\\Tn\\ : n^Z+] <oo. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

n
(a) for each x^E, the averages n~1Σ>Tkx converge strongly as n —» co

(b) for each x<^E, the closed convex hull of {Tnx: n^Z+} contains an x0^E
such that TxQ=xQ

(c) {Tn : n^Z+} is weakly almost periodic.

THEOREM 4.2. Let {T(t): t^R+} be a strongly measurable and uniformly
bounded semigroup in -£+(E). Then the following conditions are equivalent:

S t
T(s)x ds converge strongly as t —* oo

0
(b) for each x<^E, the closed convex hull of { T ( t ) x : t^R+} contains an x^E

such that T(t)x0=x0 for all t^R+

(c) {T(ί): t^r} is weakly almost periodic for each r>0.

Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, we
have the following:
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THEOREM 4.3. Let Tej:+(E) be as in Theorem 4.1. Then all the conditions
(i)2-(viii)2 are equivalent.

THEOREM 4.4. Let {T(t}\ £GΞJft
+}CJ:+(£) be as in Theorem 4.2. Then all the

conditions (I)2-(VIU)2 are equivalent.
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